Abstract
accommodation of genetic material accounts for the distinct eukaryotic and prokaryotic modes of 23 genome evolution, but it falls short of explaining the differences in the chromosome 24 organization. I propose that the two distinct ways to organize chromosomes are driven by the 25 differences between the global-consecutive chromosome cycle of eukaryotes versus the local-26 concurrent chromosome cycle of prokaryotes. Specifically, progressive chromosome segregation 27 in prokaryotes demands a single duplicon per chromosome, while other "precarious" features of 28 the prokaryotic chromosomes can be viewed as compensations for this severe restriction. The gene content of the eukaryotic genomes correlates poorly with the genome size (3). 52
There is a lot of non-coding DNA between eukaryotic genes, and the coding sequences of genes 53 themselves are interrupted by introns, both short and long (4). But it is not the random DNA 54 from the environment that inflates the eukaryotic genomes. In fact, eukaryotic genome evolution 55 * * In contrast to cellular life forms, viruses are cell-supported life forms: they are dead outside the cells, but can organize their own metabolism and genome replication, once inside the host cell. Chemically, viral genomes can be based on RNA or DNA, and either biopolymer can be either single-stranded or double-stranded. Viral genome organization is diverse and is not covered in this minireview.
is not much influenced by horizontal gene transfer, as it is difficult for the unprotected 56 exogenous DNA to reach the nucleus through the cytoplasm, due to the cytoplasmic DNases (5-57 7) and the cytoplasmic DNA routing that specifically avoids the nucleus (8, 9). The major type of 58 exogenous DNA that has a significant chance of inserting into the eukaryotic genome is the 59 cDNA of retroviruses, ssRNA-viruses that replicate only in the nucleus via the duplex cDNA 60 intermediates integrated into the host genome (10), making retroviral infections a major driver of 61 the eukaryotic genome evolution. The small sizes of the retroviral genomes, the one-enzyme 62 mechanism of retroviral cDNA formation (11) and the rampant recombination during cDNA 63 synthesis (12) breed ever-changing families of simplistic mobile retroelements that infest 64 eukaryotic genomes with thousands of repeats each. These retroelements and layers of their 65 decaying remnants comprise the bulk of non-coding DNA in the eukaryotic genomes (13-16). 66
The retroelement-derived repeats in eukaryotic genomes facilitate peculiar caryotype fluidity: 67 eukaryotic chromosomes keep exchanging arms with each other, fuse together or split apart (17, 68 18). As a result of this constant caryotype reshuffling, even relatively evolutionary-close 69 organisms (like mouse and human) have different numbers of chromosomes and no common 70 genome frame (18, 19) . At the same time, "naked" genes from the environment rarely make it 71 into the genomes of higher eukaryotes (20, 21), although horizontal gene transfer does contribute 72 to the genome evolution in unicellular eukaryotes (22) . 73
In contrast, prokaryotic genomes are jam-packed with genes (with minimal intragenic 74 regions and almost no repeats the genome size becomes an accurate reflection of the gene 75 content) (3), while the very few introns in the prokaryotic genomes are always big, coding for 76 selfish elements (23). In further contrast, prokaryotic genome evolution is dominated by 77 horizontal gene transfer (24, 25), when relatively long uninterrupted chunks of foreign DNA are 78 internalized for food (25), but end up being inserted into the chromosome, becoming part of the 79 genome. Horizontal gene transfer is further enhanced by the "mobilome" (24) -the collection 80 of genes on the extrachromosomal elements (plasmids, phages) staying for a few, or a few 81 thousand, generations within prokaryotic cells. The efficient horizontal gene transfer and the 82 mobilome allow any particular prokaryote to move into any environment compatible with the 83 general metabolism of the newcomer cell: the habitat-specific genes will be supplied later by the 84 resident organisms. In yet another stark difference from eukaryotes, prokaryotic genomes have a 85 few active mobile elements (26), and these few are always tightly controlled, as element jumping 86 or repeat-induced recombination in the gene-packed prokaryotic genomes always reduces 87 adaptation and is often lethal. The low activity of mobile elements is a major contributor to the 88 evolutionary stable common frames in prokaryotic genomes (related prokaryotes show high 89 degree of syntheny (27)); another major contributor to the genome frame stability has been 90 recently recognized as the spatio-temporal pattern of nucleoid condensation and regulation of 91 gene expression relative to the origin-terminus axis (28, 29). Finally, in yet another contrast to 92 the ever-inflating eukaryotic genomes, prokaryotic genomes strongly prefer to delete rather than 93 insert DNA; this preference, apparently, drives their unrelenting space crunch (30, 31). 94
95
Differences between eukaryotic and prokaryotic chromosomes 96 There are at least four more specific, structural genome organization features common to both 97 eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells: 1) genes are always arranged as unidimensional chains, like 98 beads on a string (genomic DNA is never branched or star-shaped, for example); 2) these 99 genomic DNA chains, called chromosomes, are always long, comprising hundreds and thousands 100 of genes; 3) since the length of the chromosomes is always 100-1,000x longer than the cell or 101 cellular compartment in which these chromosomes are housed (32-35), chromosomes are always 102 highly compacted, in a local fold-back pattern resembling rosettes of radial loops (36, 37); 4) 103 while some "genes from the environment" arrive on chromosomal fragments that will be lost 104 unless incorporated into the host chromosomes, some other environmental genes arrive on small 105 autonomously-replicating and segregating extra-chromosomal elements, called plasmids. 106
Chromosomes, as specific molecular structures performing certain functions and undergoing 107 certain transitions, are practical representations of cell's vision of how to best organize 108 preservation, replication and expression of its genetic information. After billions of years of 109 evolution, the specific chemical way to code information (DNA) and cell's way to organize the 110 genome (chromosomes) must reflect the winning strategy, evolutionarily optimized over 111 uncountable number of generations. From this perspective, the chromosome structure/function is 112 also expected to be similar in major details among all cell types. Surprisingly, beyond the above 113 four basic structural aspects, the chromosome structure/function is dramatically different 114 between eukaryotes and prokaryotes, the nuclear versus anuclear organization of genetic material 115 having little relevance to this difference. Indeed, both the prokaryotic and the eukaryotic 116 chromosome organization "rules" allow numerous exceptions of the opposite type, suggesting 117 that at the chromosomal level the dichotomy is maintained by a different kind of selection. 118
Below the structure/function differences in the chromosome organization between eukaryotes 119 and prokaryotes are compared (for a different view on the dichotomy, see (38)). As "opinions" at 120 the end of each section argue, this comparison makes it clear that one of the two ways to 121 organize chromosomes is more precarious than the other. 122 123
Structural differences 124
The structural differences between eukaryotic and prokaryotic chromosomes are so dramatically 125 obvious that they, together with the presence or absence of the nucleus itself, were offered to 126 secure the concept of prokaryotic cell some 50 years ago (1). 127 replication forks fuse, called the terminus (Fig. 1B) . Unidirectional termination sites bracket this 208 chromosomal zone to form a "replication fork trap" into which replication forks can enter, but 209 from which they cannot escape (77, 78). 210
Notwithstanding the regulation complexity of multiple replication origins, eukaryotic 211 chromosomes always undergo a single replication round at a time, so that during the S-phase the 212 ratio of maximally-replicated DNA to unreplicated DNA is always 2:1 (Fig. 1C) (79) . In 213 contrast, the prokaryotic chromosomes can have several replication rounds in the same 214 chromosome, so that the ratio of maximally-replicated DNA to unreplicated DNA (which in 215 prokaryotes can be expressed as the ori/ter ratio) can reach 8:1 (Fig. 1C) (80, 81) . 216
Eukaryotic replication origins fire during the whole S-phase, so the "early" ARSes fire at 217 the beginning of S, while the "late" ARSes fire towards the end of S (Fig. 1D) (71) . In contrast, 218 in prokaryotes, all replication origins in the same cell always fire at once (synchronously) ( In eukaryotes, chromosomes are segregated once their replication is complete, after additional 247 condensation, by the mitotic spindle, all at once (ensemble segregation), pulled toward the 248 opposite cell poles by microtubules attached to their centromeres (96, 97) ( Fig. 2A) . In contrast, 249 prokaryotic nucleoids were always known to segregate continuously, as they replicated, and 250 without additional condensation (1, 98-100) ( Fig. 2A) . These days we say that prokaryotic 251 where it is regulated by the replication fork barriers (78) and is further reduced due to the extra 265 replication origins. In contrast, in the prokaryotic chromosomes, genome-average replication rate 266 during fast growth is at least an order of magnitude faster than transcription rate (in E. coli, 600-267 900 nt/sec for DNA synthesis versus 40-60 nt/sec for transcription (109)) (Fig. 2B) , making the 268 conflict between the two processes unavoidable. 269
The acute reality of this conflict is reflected in the spectacular co-orientation of the 270 actively-transcribed genes with the direction of replication in prokaryotic chromosomes (110, 271 111) (Fig. 2C) . There are bacterial genomes with more than 80% of all genes co-oriented with 272 replication (112). The conflict can be demonstrated experimentally, by inversion of part of the 273 replichore (113-115). In contrast, even though some degree of replication/transcription co-274 orientation was proposed for human chromosomes on the basis of in silico analysis (116), 275 essentially random orientation of genes was found around experimentally-identified replication 276 origins (117) (Fig. 2C) . In fact, the bidirectional nature of transcription from the strong 277 eukaryotic promoters (118, 119) makes co-orientation of genes with replication in eukaryotic 278 chromosomes irrelevant. 279
The absence of the replication-transcription conflict in the eukaryotic chromosomes is 280 corroborated by the fact that essentially all eukaryotic genes have their own promoters ("one 281 control region = one gene") ( (126). Because of the fewer available promoters, most prokaryotic genes are assembled into co-295 transcribed groups called operons, so in prokaryotes, "one control region = one operon". 296
The organization of prokaryotic genes into operons is often attributed to frequent 297 horizontal gene transfer, which does play a leading role in prokaryotic genome evolution (see 298 above). Indeed, the several-gene-limit of a typical horizontally-transferred piece promotes 299 clustering of all the genes required for a particular function: when transferred as a cluster, the 300 new genes instantly provide the recipient cell with a useful function, driving selection for 301 clustering (127). However, horizontal gene transfer explains only the physical proximity of genes 302 (clustering itself) (128), but fails to provide selection for co-orientation of the genes in the 303 cluster, let alone for their co-regulation via promoter sharing. The few evolutionary-stable 304 "super-operons" in bacteria contain multiple genes involved in the same pathway and may have 305 to be co-transcribed not only because the genes need to be co-regulated (as originally proposed 306 (129)), but because the resulting proteins form a complex and need to be co-produced in a 307 (Fig. 3A) . 344
The eukaryotic cell cycle is driven by the CDK-engine (144). The eukaryotic 345 chromosome cycle is ->Rep->Com->Seg-Dec-> (Fig. 3B) (139, 140) and is also driven 346 by the same CDK-engine (145, 146). If laid over the cell cycle grid for reference, Rep 347 corresponds to S, G2 has no chromosomal transactions, then the Com->Seg->Dec transition 348 happens during M, while G1 is again devoid of chromosomal transactions (Fig. 3C) . Sister-349 chromatid cohesion is a chromosome condition in eukaryotes that starts before S and ends by the 350 end of M, overlapping exactly with the cyclin-regulated part of the eukaryotic cell cycle (Fig.  351   3C) (145, 146) . Eukaryotic chromosome cycle is global and consecutive in that the entire set of 352 chromosomes undergoes a particular stage or transition together before moving to the next stage 353 or transition (Fig. 3B) . Also of notice, relative to the maximal degree of compaction during 354 mitosis, eukaryotic chromosomes stay globally decompacted (still locally compacted) most of 355 the cell cycle (Fig. 3C) . 356
The prokaryotic chromosome cycle is based on the version of Cairns model of theta-357 replication that emphasizes segregation (147) (Fig. 3D, lower-left corner) and features a brief 358 sister-chromatid cohesion (Fig. 3D) . Its sequence is distinct from the one of the eukaryotic 359 chromosome cycle and goes ->Dec->Rep->SCC->Seg->Com-> (101). If laid over the 360 invariant cell cycle grid for reference, there is a single chromosome cycle transition that 361 comprises all chromosomal transactions, all squeezed into the same "S-phase" of the cell cycle, 362 while no chromosomal transitions happen during G2, D and G1 phases of the prokaryotic cell 363 cycle (Fig. 3E) . In particular, prokaryotic SCC is a short stage, sandwiched between Rep and Seg 364 (Fig. 3E) . In contrast to the global and consecutive chromosome cycle of eukaryotes, the 365 prokaryotic chromosome cycle is local and concurrent, in that at any given time, only a 366 particular and limited part of the chromosome undergoes all the transactions of the chromosome 367 cycle, while all other parts of the chromosome stay compacted (Fig. 3D) . The concurrent nature 368 of the prokaryotic chromosome cycle, when all chromosomal events roll in a single succession 369 once the replication is initiated, is likely why the prokaryotic cell cycle requires no CDK-like 370 engine and is simply driven by replication initiation (148). In contrast to the eukaryotic 371 chromosomes, prokaryotic chromosomes stay maximally compacted for most of the cell cycle 372 (Fig. 3E ), but they do not undergo additional condensation. 373
374
Progressive chromosome segregation obviates pre-sorting and 375 logistic negotiation 376 Comparison of the two chromosome cycles (Fig. 3BC vs DE) suggests that the selection for the 377 precarious prokaryotic chromosome organization is driven by the needs of progressive 378 segregation. Although specific segregation mechanisms of the prokaryotic chromosomes are still 379 unknown, the segregation pattern itself is dramatically different from the eukaryotic one (Fig.  380   2A ) and explains the lack of centromeres in prokaryotic chromosomes. We argue that the unique 381 demands of progressive segregation keep prokaryotic chromosomes inadequately-protected and 382 hastily-replicated, one obvious example being minimizing the duration of the critical period of 383 sister-chromatid cohesion. However, the major and perhaps a related constrain is that progressive 384 segregation strongly favors a single replication bubble (Fig. 1A) . The obvious reason is that 385 multiple replication bubbles in conditions of progressive segregation necessitate subnucleoid 386 pre-sorting to ensure that all the daughter subnucleoids with the parental "Watson strand" would 387 group into one daughter nucleoid, while all the daughter subnucleoids with the parental "Crick 388 strand" would group into the other daughter nucleoid (Fig. 4B->C (Fig. 4B->D, also 4H ). The only (theoretical) 393
way to disentangle such fully-replicated and intertwined sister nucleoids would be through 394 "logistic negotiation" (Fig. 4D->C) , another hypothetical transaction. Thus, progressive 395 segregation should force prokaryotic chromosomes to assume the single "duplicon" 396 (replicon+segregon) configuration (Fig. 1A) , even discouraging insertion into the chromosome 397 of plasmids with a copy number of one. 398
How do eukaryotic cells solve this problem with their multi-origin chromosomes? Pre-399 sorting may not even be necessary in eukaryotic chromosomes, because they begin condensation 400 in preparation for segregation only after their replication is complete (Fig. 4E) . Moreover, with 401 some degree of coordination, some shorter sister chromosomes may be able to condense into 402 continuous bodies (Fig. 4E->F->G) , rather than into a string of several independently-403 condensed domains (Fig. 4H) , while unique centromeres on monocentric eukaryotic 404 chromosomes should make it possible to untangle coordinately-condensed chromosomes simply 405 by spindle pulling (Fig. 4I) . However, the suspected local pre-segregation in eukaryotic 406 chromosomes (149, 150) and the likely lack of coordination between condensation in different 407 chromosome subdomains (Fig. 4H) , especially in eukaryotes with holocentric chromosomes 408 (Fig. 4J) , makes entangling of chromosome subdomains a potentially colossal problem for 409 eukaryotic chromosomes. This problem in eukaryotes is likely addressed by the hypothesized 410 above system of logistic negotiation that disentangles condensed sister-chromatid subdomains 411
and groups all subdomains with the "Watson" strand on one side, while all those with "Crick" 412 strand of the other (Fig. 4H->J) . I speculate that the extended SCC period in eukaryotes that 413 covers the good half of their cell cycle (Fig. 3C) , is required to accomplish this logistic 414 negotiation process. Remarkably, the crenarchaeote Sulfolobus that has three replication origins 415 in its chromosome (73) However, this simple idea is inconsistent with the fact that additional oriC/DnaA-driven 501 plasmids are well-tolerated in E. coli, at least under laboratory conditions (170). In fact, they 502 initiate replication together with the chromosome (171), at the same time maintaining a higher 503 copy number (170). It could be that, while the oriC/DnaA-specific initiation of the master-504 chromosome starts the cell cycle, replication of the terminus (terC) in the same master-505 chromosome signals its finish. According to this logic, the "master duplicon" drives the cell 506 cycle by both its initiation and termination events, whereas other duplicons are tolerated as long 507 as they duplicate within the duplication period of the master duplicon, -this could be why the 508 chromids are always smaller than the oriC-containing chromosome. If both the initiation and 509 termination of the master-duplicon indeed pace the cell cycle in prokaryotes, this creates 510 selection for the house-keeping genes to relocate from secondary duplicons to the master 511 duplicon as the most stable one. At the same time, multiple oriC/terC duplicons would not be 512 tolerated because all oirCs of the cell fire at once (replication synchrony), and if the variously-513 sized terC-containing chromosomes would then terminate at various times, this could disorient 514 the cell cycle that is anchored by both the initiation and termination events. Thus, a corollary of 515 the arrangement when the cell cycle is driven by initiation and termination of the master-516 duplicon is migration of the housekeeping genes from other chromosomes to this particular 517 chromosome, eventually making it a single chromosome in the cell. 518 519
Conclusion

520
We have presented an argument that it is the progressive chromosome segregation, possibly 521 operating at the level on naked DNA, that drives the evolution of prokaryotic chromosome 522 organization to be so precarious and so different from the eukaryotic one. Progressive 523 segregation is only possible when SCC is short and is only practical with a single replication-524 segregation bubble per chromosome, which, in turn, creates a real chromosome duplication rate 525 crisis. To minimize the chromosome duplication time, prokaryotes employ the fastest known 526 replisomes, keep their DNA naked, co-orient most of their transcription with replication, reduce 527 the number of sites where RNA polymerases idle (promoters) and keep the chromosome circular 528 so that the two forks always terminate simultaneously, while the replication fork trap in the 529 terminus prevents replication fork entry into the wrong replichore (Fig. 5A) . However, all these 530 features are not enough, and the minimal duplication time of the E. coli chromosome (~45 531 minutes) could be still almost two times longer than the minimal division time under the optimal 532 growth conditions. The major relief comes from the possibility to have multiple duplication 533 rounds in the same chromosome, synchronously initiated from the unique replication origins in 534 the initiation-competent, though incomplete, daughter nucleoids (Fig. 5B) . 535
It should be stressed that, even though the concurrent prokaryotic chromosome cycle was 536 likely developed to minimize the chromosome duplication time and to disengage the 537 chromosome cycle from the cell cycle (101), many bacteria always have a single chromosome 538 cycle per cell, just like in eukaryotes. In fact, among the model bacteria illustrating prokaryotic 539 chromosome cycle, Caulobacter is incapable of multiple chromosome cycles in the same cell, 540 yet this does not make its chromosome cycle different (at least in the major aspects) from the one 541 of E. coli. At the same time, archaeote Sulfolobus with three replication origins does have a more 542 eukaryotic-like chromosome cycle, in that its segregation is a stage distinct from replication and 543 is separated from it by an extended "post-replicative sister-chromatid synapsis" period. So, the 544 chromosome cycle distinction is not between slow-growing versus fast-growing prokaryotes, but 545 it might be between single-origin versus multiple-origin chromosomes. 546
Challenging the proposed argument with experimental tests should be facilitated by the 547 various exceptions to the eukaryotic versus prokaryotic "chromosome rules". For example, does 548 the mode of prokaryotic genome evolution apply to planktomycetes that house their nucleoid 549 within the membranous compartment (2)? Dinoflagellates, the eukaryotic protists that, like 550 prokaryotes, maintain condensed chromosomes throughout the interphase and lack histone-based 551 nucleosome packaging of DNA (172), could be predicted to have prokaryotic-like fast DNA 552 replication and progressive chromosome segregation (whatever its mechanisms turn out to be). 553
Spectacular pictures of mitosis in Dinoflagellates (the so-called "dinomitosis") are indeed highly 554 suggestive (173). It should be possible, as was demonstrated recently (174), to set up an 555 experimental system to test the central prediction of the "duplicon" argument, that several 556 replication origins in the prokaryotic chromosomes would create a logistical problem with 557 segregation of the resulting subnucleoids (Fig. 4) . Even testing the idea that the prokaryotic 558 chromosome evolution is driven by progressive segregation may become possible one day in a 559 fantastic synthetic organism, in which the overall eukaryotic chromosome organization will be 560 asked to evolve under the pressure of the prokaryotic progressive chromosome segregation as the 561 only segregation mechanism available. Without such an experimental test, this otherwise 562 compelling collective argument will retain its mostly philosophical nature. 
